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  Abstract    
 In order to assess the safety of old timber structures and eventually to select 
appropriate strengthening strategies, the evaluation of mechanical properties 
of the material is of key importance. Visual strength-grading coupled with the 
use of nondestructive  in situ  testing allows these properties to be determined. 
Nowadays, the defi nition of both nondestructive testing (NDT) procedures and 
criteria for the results interpretation are almost exclusively in charge of the 
producer. In Italy, effort has been made to develop codes for grading timber 
on-site, and also by means of NDT. The aim of this paper is to highlight the 
diffi culties and shortcomings that still occur in the assessment of traditional 
timber members following the criteria established by the legislation in force 
in Italy. The presented results can be helpful for the building surveyor who is 
in charge of the inspection of existing timber structures. Indeed, the paper 
gives some indications on the effectiveness of the grading criteria applied on 
historical timbers, as well as on the level of accuracy of some nondestructive 
methods. 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 In order to assess the safety of old timber structures, evaluation of the actual mechanical 
properties of the material represents a fi rst step towards diagnosis, structural analysis and 
the defi nition of possible strengthening strategies. The mechanical characterisation of 
timber elements on-site, especially of those that serve as load-bearing structures in 
buildings of cultural interest, requires the avoidance, or at least the limitation, of damage 
to the structure and the single elements. In this case two alternative and complementary 
approaches are visual strength-grading and the nondestructive measurement of properties. 
Both approaches, however, always include some uncertainty because of factors dependent 
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on the peculiarity of the material as well as on measurement error and correlation 
inaccuracy. As regards the former aspect, structural timber can be characterised as a 
highly anisotropic and inhomogeneous material. Anisotropy implies that wood is an 
oriented material whose strength and stiffness in the growth direction of the tree stem 
(along the fi bres) are much higher than in the transverse plane. Heterogeneities occur at 
different levels of organisation of the material, from the microscopic to the structural 
scale. At the macroscopic level, mechanical properties are affected by defects such as 
knots, reaction wood, checks and shakes. 

 Visual strength-grading criteria take into account these macroscopic characteristics, 
together with clear wood properties and building defects, in order to assign lumber 
members to an established strength class. Originally, grading rules were conceived to 
sort lumber within the sawmill production rather than to evaluate timber in existing 
structures. Efforts have been made in some nations to develop codes for grading timber 
on-site,  1   but they still prove to be inadequate to satisfactorily meet the full range of 
cases actually occurring. 

 The aim of this paper is to highlight the diffi culties and shortcomings that still occur in 
the assessment of traditional timber members following the criteria established by the 
legislation in force in Italy, where a large amount of resources are devoted to the repair 
and rehabilitation of existing structures ( Piazza and Del Senno, 2001 ;  Macchioni and 
Piazza, 2006 ). 

 The presented results can be helpful for the building surveyor who is inspecting 
existing timber structures for the purpose of their conservation. Indeed, the paper gives 
some indication on the effectiveness of the grading criteria applied on historical timbers 
as well as on the level of accuracy of some nondestructive methods. 

 For this purpose a wide experimental campaign on disassembled old roof beams has 
been undertaken at the DIMS (Department of Mechanical and Structural Engineering) 
laboratory of the University of Trento (Italy). 

 The two main grade-determining properties that have been measured are bending 
strength and stiffness. Indeed, bending is the most common loading mode in the structural 
use of sawn timber and consequently bending strength usually is the critical strength 
property. On the other hand, bending properties are straightforward to measure by means 
of direct methods (loading tests). 

 To visually grade timber, strength-grading criteria established by the Italian standards 
(UNI 11035:2003,  UNI 11119:2004 ) were adopted. 

 Two nondestructive methods, the hardness test, as adapted by Piazza and Turrini (1983)   
for on-site tests, and ultrasound testing, have been used to indirectly measure the stiffness 
of timber. The results of both measurements as well as of visual grading have been 
compared to the stiffness as directly measured through bending tests. Finally, test material 
was loaded to failure, in accordance with the European Standard EN 408 ( CEN, 2003c ), 
to obtain its strength. The obtained results have been compared with the strength 
characteristic values of the graded timber. 

 Results of the visual strength-grading have been compared to the destructive data in 
order to evaluate the reliability of the two standards in force in Italy in predicting bending 
strength. Density has also been treated as a grade-determining property and values 
obtained by direct weighting have been compared with nondestructive measurements and 
mean values of the strength classes. 

 In addition to the experiments performed on full-size elements, tests on portions of old 
beams at both equilibrium moisture content (EMC) and fi bre saturation point (FSP) were 
carried out in order to evaluate the infl uence of the moisture content (MC) on the results 
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of the on-site grading. Indeed, the infl uence of such important environmental factors on 
the mechanical behaviour of the material must be taken into account by the grader.   

 VISUAL STRENGTH-GRADING AND NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING: THE TWO 
APPROACHES 
 Traditionally, the surveying of timber structures is based on visual inspection, which 
consists of examination and recording of wood features, defects, signs of damage or 
deterioration, sometimes with the help of simple instruments (hammer, screwdriver, 
chisel, etc). 

 Visual inspection is also the basis of any form of strength grading on-site. Moreover, 
the complementary use of testing tools during the inspection is a precursor to any 
nondestructive testing (NDT) method used on-site. Indeed, stress waves methods can be 
considered a descendant of the old practice of knocking on a wood member with a 
hammer in order to evaluate the  ‘ impact sound ’  and, from here, the  ‘ soundness ’  of the 
material. Similarly, the use of a knife or spike to test the substance of the wood and 
eventually assess the extent of decay is a forerunner of the sclerometric and micro-
drilling tests. 

 Today, design standards require quantitative and not merely qualitative parameters to 
be used in the computations. Therefore, scientifi cally founded and partially standardised 
methods have been developed to evaluate the wood material to infer the engineering 
design properties. 

 Among the mechanical properties, bending stiffness and strength must be determined 
in order to assess the serviceability and the safety of timber elements such as simple 
supported timber beams used in fl oors and roofs. 

 Although other properties can be measured nondestructively, true strength can only be 
determined in a destructive test. Clearly, such an approach is rarely acceptable in historic 
buildings, owing to the permanent loss of the pieces tested. Therefore, practically all 
strength grading is based on indirect methods where measurements or observations of 
other properties of timber pieces are used to predict the strength. The strength of timber 
can be predicted by the measurement or quantifi cation of characteristics that have a clear 
effect on it or on those measurable properties that do not directly affect strength but are 
good indicators of it. 

 Macroscopic strength-affecting characteristics, such as knots, are measured through 
visual strength-grading. On the other hand, NDT methods assess strength by measuring 
one or more predictor parameters that can be correlated with it. Stiffness, for instance, as 
well as energy storage and dissipation properties of wood ( Jayne, 1959 ) are not direct 
factors to defi ne strength, but, because they are dependent on the same factors that defi ne 
strength, are good indicators of it. 

 The ability of a grading system to estimate strength (and other grade-determining 
properties) depends upon how reliably the measured characteristic(s) can predict the true 
strength of the timber, and how accurately the characteristics can be measured. 

 The uncertainty of predictions of strength has been dealt with in the strength-grading 
system by setting requirements to the statistical distribution of the grade-determining 
properties of timber pieces that fall into a certain strength class (EN 14081,  CEN, 2000 ). 
The whole development of strength-grading criteria implies the demonstration that the 
required statistical properties can be met with a suffi cient confi dence level. 

 The European standard EN 338 ( CEN, 2003b ) defi nes 12 strength classes of sawn 
softwood timber, C14, C16, C18, C20, C22, C24, C27, C30, C35, C40, C45 and C50, and 
six classes of hardwood timbers, D30, D35, D40, D50, D60 and D70, where the number 
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after  ‘ C ’  and  ‘ D ’  refers to the characteristic value of bending strength (in MPa) of timber 
pieces graded to that particular class. The characteristic value (denoted with subscript  k ) 
is defi ned as the fi fth percentile value, which means that 5 per cent of the pieces graded 
in the class may have a lower strength value than indicated by the strength class 
characteristic value and at least 95 per cent exceed it. To ensure that even the few pieces 
with strength below the characteristic value will not fail during service, safety factors that 
account for the material and loads uncertainty are introduced into the codes. 

 In addition to the requirement for bending strength, the European standard sets 
requirements for two other properties: density (mean and characteristic value) and 
bending stiffness (mean value of modulus of elasticity (MoE)). These three properties of 
timber can be named as the grade-determining properties. All other strength properties 
and elastic moduli are assumed to follow, if the three grade-determining properties are 
shown to be satisfi ed by the graded timber. 

 Historically, both visual strength-grading and NDT techniques have been developed 
and used almost exclusively for sorting or grading new timber in the sawmill. Both 
approaches, however, can be adopted to provide information pertaining to the load-
bearing capability of timber in place in a structure. The main diffi culty of the surveyor 
is the lack of standardised references to many NDT techniques that are on the market. 

 If the defi nition of NDT procedures and results reading criteria are almost exclusively 
in charge of the producer, formal rules for visually grading new timber were established 
already at the beginning of the 20th century. In 1927, the USA ASTM Standard D245 
defi ned the guidelines for developing strength-grading rules based on visual sorting 
criteria ( Madsen, 1992 ). 

 From the 1930s onwards, grading rules were introduced in various European countries. 
National codes developed over the last 70 years differ widely with respect to grading 
criteria, number of grades and grade limits. These have come into existence to allow 
for different species or groups of species, geographic origin, different dimensional 
requirements, quality of material available as well as historic infl uences or traditions. 

 In order to unify visual grading criteria in Europe, general guidelines were issued by 
the EN 518 in 1997. Thereafter national standards were developed on the basis of the 
European code in order to establish strength classes for local timbers.   

 VISUAL GRADING CRITERIA 
 The strength and stiffness properties of timber depend on the clear wood properties as 
well as on the presence and type of defects. In particular, clear wood has a stronger effect 
on stiffness because stiffness is to a greater degree determined by average properties than 
by local weak spots. Failure path and strength in structural timber, instead, depend 
especially on variation in material properties and local defects, which are caused by 
various growth characteristics but also by timber handling and manufacturing. 

 Since wood is a porous material, variations in the size of the cell cavities and the 
thickness of the cell walls cause variations in its specifi c gravity. Thus, specifi c gravity is 
an excellent index of the amount of wood substance contained in a wood sample, and, 
consequently, it is a good index of mechanical properties as long as the wood is clear. 

 For many softwoods, such as spruce, density is inversely related to ring width, as 
growth rate affects the width of the earlywood, whereas the amount of the denser 
latewood remains more or less constant. Therefore, ring width is included in the 
timber-grading criteria, and used as a rough estimate of density, and thus of stiffness 
and strength. 
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 Clear wood properties are also infl uenced by the orientation of the  ‘ strengthening 
structures ’  of the material at various scales: the microfi bril in the cell wall and, at a lower 
level of magnifi cation, the wood fi bres. 

 The deviation of fi bre can be macroscopically determined by measuring the orientation 
of its projection on the element faces: the grain. 

 Because truly straight-grained timber is the exception, the extent and degree of grain 
deviations is an important consideration when using wood for structural purposes. 

 The  ‘ slope ’  of grain (SoG) is the deviation of the grain from the edge of the piece or 
from a line parallel to its principal geometrical axis. The main causes of grain deviations 
are diagonal grain and spiral grain. The latter is a growth characteristic, whereas the 
former is either due to the taper of the stem or caused during sawing. 

 Several studies have been carried out over the last century in an attempt to quantify the 
effect of global SoG on both bending strength (expressed as a modulus of rupture (MoR)) 
and stiffness (expressed as MoE) (ie Luxford, 1918  ;  Wilson, 1921 ;  Brazier, 1954 ;  Pope  et 
al ., 2005 ).  Zhou and Smith (1991)  investigated the various factors that infl uence bending 
properties and found that the effect of SoG was of much less signifi cance than the 
presence of knots and relative density. It was noted though ( Sunley, 1968 ) that SoG 
effects were at least twice as great for structural sizes than for small clear test specimens. 

 Both natural defects and deterioration of wood have a detrimental effect on the 
mechanical properties of the material. Deterioration caused by biotic attack causes a 
decrement of the original  ‘ quality ’  of wood, not only because of the general decrease of 
density but also because of the chemical alteration of the wood substance, as in the case 
of decay caused by rot. 

 Among the natural defects of timber, knots are considered the most severe. Their 
strength-reducing effect is most likely caused by a combination of local grain deviation 
and reduction of the clear wood area in the cross-section, even if the former factor is the 
most signifi cant ( Kollmann and C ô t é , 1984   ). Most of the visual strength-grading systems 
are based mainly on the size of knots and their location. Knots alone are, however, poor 
strength predictors. The correlation between knot size and strength varies with species 
and depends on the way in which their effect on strength is evaluated. 

 Different visual grading criteria have been developed and adopted by various national 
standards to measure knots. The KAR (knot area ratio) criterion takes into account the 
incidence of knots within the cross-sectional area. Marginal KAR and total KAR criteria 
permit evaluation of the incidence of knots on the basis of their position in sawn timber. 
In fact, the former considers, as reference area, just the edge of the element (generally  ¼  
of the cross-section total height). 

 The knots ’  geometry is approximately a cone radiating from the pith. Consequently, the 
KAR can be computed considering the projection of the cone on the correspondent cross-
section. This is generally possible in relatively thin boards, in the case the knot is visible 
on two faces of the element, or conversely in un-sawn timbers or large scantlings 
including the pith. 

 A simplifi ed criterion considers just the superfi cial incidence of knots. In this case, 
maximum dimensions of knots are specifi ed, on the basis of linear values, as the ratio of 
the sum of the knots ’  diameters to the edge of the face where knots appear. For certain 
species and sizes, the presence of knot clusters is also taken into account. 

 In the Italian standard UNI 11035:2003, single knots are measured considering the 
ratio of the minimal diameter to the width of the element face, whereas knot clusters are 
evaluated through the ratio of the sum of the minimal diameters of all the knots located 
within 150   mm of the timber length to the width of the element face. In case of old timber, 
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if the area where knots occur is decayed or damaged, the width of the residual cross-
section must be considered, according to  UNI 11119:2004   §  7.5.1.3. 

 In the British codes, the KAR method is adopted by the  BS 4978:1996  (for 
softwoods) whereas the  BS 5756:1997  (for hardwoods) considers just the knots ’  
diameters on the correspondent faces. The latter method is also adopted by the French 
 AFNOR B52-001-04:1991 . 

 In the German  DIN 4074: 2003 , knots ’  diameters, or  ‘ equivalent diameters ’  in the case 
of spike knots, are referenced to the edge of the face where they are measured. 

 The Swiss  SIA 265/1:2003  considers the incidence of knots taking into account the 
size and shape (sawn or round timber) of the element as well as the orientation of the 
annual rings (tangential or radial boards). In particular, the KAR criterion can be used in 
the case of round timber, the sum of diameters of the knots appearing on all the faces is 
considered in the case of boards, and in thicker elements the incidence on the single face 
is taken into account. 

 In the prEN 14081-1:2000 the criterion based on diameter values and the one based on 
KAR values are both permitted; moreover, knots can be measured  ‘  in relation to absolute 
values for a given range of timber sizes  ’ . The standard also states that  ‘  different 
limitations on knot sizes can be specifi ed for different portions of the piece, e.g. a margin 
area  with different knot limitations from the rest of the piece may be included ’ . 

 The prEN 14081-1 establishes criteria for the strength grading of structural timber with 
rectangular cross-sections and deviating from the target sizes corresponding to  EN 336 . 
The draft standard is a fi rst attempt to fi ll a gap of today ’ s European standards, which 
neglect size effect on grading criteria. Indeed, the European standards in force give just 
the minimal dimensional limits of the graded timber (ie BS 5756: minimum 
thickness    =    20   mm). In the American codes, the effect of size on strength is taken into 
account by specifying two procedures for calculating size-adjustment factors:  ‘ small 
clear ’  ( ASTM D245 ) and  ‘ in-grade ’  ( ASTM D1990 ). 

 It is well known that the strength of timber decreases with size, because the larger the 
stressed volume, the higher the probability that a weak link occurs in the volume 
( Weibull, 1939 ). This means that, in general, size effect causes small members to have 
greater unit strength than large members. 

 Moreover, size effect makes strength grading more complex, because the infl uence of 
different parameters depends on the cross-section size. Indeed, it has been found that the 
infl uence of density and stiffness on determining strength decreases, and the effect of 
knots increases for small scantlings (Adelh ø j  et al ., 1984, Foslie and Moen, 1972, from 
 Hanhij ä rvi  et al ., 2005   ). This seems natural because in small cross-sections knots 
constitute a larger portion of the total area (Barrett and Fewell, 1990). 

 Furthermore, in large scantlings, variability of the properties is greater across timber 
thickness when compared with the variability along the timber ( Kasal and Anthony, 2004   ). 

 In current legislation, grades are referred to specifi c commercial timber sizes, which 
differ from the typical traditional scantlings; consequently, the criteria used for new 
timber elements are not able to properly take into account size effect in old timber. 

 As regards the shape of the element, visual strength-grading criteria also establish 
limitations for geometrical characteristics, such as wane and distortions, because they are 
accounted for building defects. In particular, the presence of wane can be a defect in case 
of ample bearing or nailing surfaces. Geometrical limitations, however, penalise 
traditional timber members. Indeed, waney-edged and tapered elements, obtained by 
roughly cutting the logs, are typical of massive large scantlings, as in most traditional 
roofs, slabs and load-bearing elements in the Mediterranean area. 
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 The probability of failure is infl uenced not only by geometry and size of the element 
but also by load conditions and load confi guration, which are unpredictable while grading 
new products, but are known for timber on-site. Therefore, in the case of on-site timber 
members, the position of defects along and across the element should be considered with 
reference to the acting stresses. Knots, for instance, reduce the MoR of wood 
considerably if they are located in the tension zone near the critical cross-section; 
conversely, transverse compression strength, hardness and shear strength increase with 
the presence of sound, tight knots, which behave as pegs. 

 Currently, the need to relate the occurrence of defects to the stress distribution in a 
member, in deriving grading rules for timber on-site, has been pointed solely by the 
Italian standard  UNI 11119:2004 . 

 Nevertheless, there is, at the international level, the need to defi ne a standard 
methodology for the acquaintance of cultural heritage, as is demonstrated by the work 
of technical committees such as the  RILEM (International Union of Laboratories and 
Experts in Construction Materials, Systems and Structures)  Technical Committee AST 
for the  ‘ In-situ assessment of structural timber ’  ( www.rilem.net ).   

 STRENGTH GRADING OF TRADITIONAL TIMBER: THE METHOD  

 The test material 
 A thorough investigation on beams of disassembled old roofs has been carried out at the 
DIMS laboratory of the University of Trento in order to compare results of visual grading 
with the data gathered from NDT as well as destructive tests. 

 Both visual grading and NDT require some preliminary investigations, namely species 
identifi cation and MC measurement. The wood species of the test materials were spruce 
( Picea abies  Krast.) and larch ( Larix decidua  Mill.) from north Italy, and chestnut 
( Castanea sativa ). 

 Full-size elements were graded at their EMC. Elements at a smaller scale, obtained from 
portions of old beams, were tested at both EMC and FSP in order to evaluate the infl uence 
of MC on the grading methods. To determine properties of saturated wood, specimens were 
soaked in clean water up to the moment of testing, in order to maintain MC at the FSP. 

 Most of the material was from the old timber roof of  ‘ Ai Caduti dell ’ Adamello ’  refuge, 
on the Adamello glacier in Lobbia Alta (Italy). In order to properly simulate the on-site 
grading, the original static scheme of the beams was recorded before dismantling the roof: 
span and orientation of the cross-section were marked on each element, whose position 
was sketched on a map. 

 Elements were measured at every 100   cm and each cross-section was represented with 
its actual shape and dimension, as well as its spatial position along the axis, to take into 
account any contingent distortions. Most of the elements were characterised by the 
presence of geometrical irregularities, notches and wanes. The presence of notches, in 
apparently incongruous positions, was because most of the beams of the refuge ’ s roof are 
second- and even third-hand timbers, as proved by dendrochronological analysis ( Pezzo 
and Zamatteo, 2006)  ( Table 1 ). Indeed, the refuge was built in 1929 using the dismantled 
timber of a camp built during the First World War, and the camp itself was made by 
recycling timbers of the barracks at a lower pass on the Adamello glacier.   

 MC measurement 
 Timber in place is often characterised by a nonuniform MC along and within the element. 
In particular, in beam ends buried into masonry, an inverse moisture gradient, increasing 
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from the core of the beam outward, often occurs. MC measurement is important for 
correct grading, because of the infl uence of MC on many properties of wood such as 
weight, shrinkage and strength; moreover, the presence of dampness is associated with the 
risk of rot in timber, and therefore of decayed material. 

 MC in wood represents the proportion of water compared with the proportion of 
anhydric material. It is defi ned as the weight of water in wood expressed as a percentage 
of the weight of oven-dried material:  

 
MC

Weight Weight

Weight
test ovendry

ovendry
% =

−
×100     (1) 

 From 0 per cent to 25 – 30 per cent water is held chemically (bound water) within cell 
walls. When all the wood hydroxyl sites are saturated, MC has reached the FSP. At and 
beyond the FSP, water is free in the wood cells, and its infl uence on the wood properties 
is much less important. 

 Wood absorbs moisture from humid air and desorbs it to dry air, or precisely speaking, 
it tends to EMC with the surrounding environment. 

 When arranging strength tests according to the standardised methods ( EN 384, CEN, 
2004b ;  EN 408, CEN, 2003c ), test pieces are fi rst allowed to attain the EMC in the standard 
conditions  —  temperature  T     =    20 ° C and relative humidity RH    =    65 per cent  —  and then 
tested. At these conditions the EMC for most softwoods is about 12 per cent. Visual 
strength-grading criteria also establish a reference MC that, in the Italian standard UNI 
11035, is equal to 20 per cent. 

 The oven-drying, distillation and electrical methods for determining MC are covered in 
 ASTM D4442 ; the oven-drying and electrical methods are also described in EN 13183, 
parts 1 and 2, respectively ( CEN, 2002a,   b   ). The latter is the principal method used for 
wood in place in a structure. It was developed during the 1940s ( Dunlap and Bell, 1951 ) 
and uses the relationships between MC and measurable electrical properties of wood, 
such as conductivity (or its inverse, resistivity), dielectric constant or power-loss factor. 

 Both capacitance and power-loss type instruments work over the full range of MC and 
are, for practical purposes, independent of ambient temperature. They are applied to the 
surface, with no penetration, so they can be considered totally nondestructive. The 
readings will, however, only give a value of MC if the density of the wood is known. 

 The resistance moisture meter is based upon the measurement of electrical resistance 
between two probes put into contact with the timber. The correlation between resistance 
and MC varies slightly between species, but the meter has differently calibrated scales, 
from which the MC can be read directly. Although some meters have scales that go up to 

  Table 1 :      Species identifi cation and dating of the timber elements ( Pezzo and Zamatteo, 2006 ) 

  Beam    Timber dating (dendrochronology)    Building chronology (recycled elements)    Species  

 1-A  1888  1929   Picea abies  Karst. 
 2-A  1916  1929   Larix decidua  Mill .  
 3-A  1879  1929   Picea abies  Karst. 
 4-A  1917  1929   Picea abies  Karst .  
 5-A  1892  1929   Picea abies  Karst .  
 6-A  1907  1929   Picea abies  Karst .  
 7-A  1916  1945   Larix decidua  Mill .  
 8-A  1901  1945   Picea abies  Karst. 
 9-A  1910  1945   Picea abies  Karst .  
 10-A  1942  1945   Picea abies  Karst .  
 11-A  1941  1945   Larix decidua  Mill .  
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120 per cent, the range of MC that can be measured reliably is about 6 – 30 per cent for 
commercial resistance meters. 

 A resistance moisture meter was used, before grading the test material in order to 
indirectly measure the average MC. Insulated needle electrodes were driven into about 
one-third the thickness of the wood to determine the average MC of the entire piece. 

 According to UNI 11035 the measures on three faces of each element were averaged 
( Figure 1 ):  

U u u uaverage = + +( ) /1 2 3 3     (2)   

 Density determination 
 Density can be considered as a grade-determining property in case its value, directly or 
indirectly measured, is used to derive other correlated mechanical parameters. On the 
other hand, characteristic and mean density values can be assumed for visually graded 
timber according to the strength class assigned to the element. 

 Correlations between mechanical properties and density were reported by several authors 
( Kollmann and C ô t é , 1984   ; Bodig and Jayne, 1982  ;  Giordano, 1999 ;  FPL, 1999 ) for 
different species. In general, density is a good predictor for the strength of clear, defect-free 
wood. In investigations on structural timber ( Zhou and Smith, 1991 ), density was found to 
better correlate with load-carrying capacities if determined near the area of rupture. 

 Density is defi ned as the mass of unit volume. For practical computations the mass is 
determined by dividing the weight by the volume. Because MC affects both volume and 
weight of a wood sample, it is necessary to specify the MC at which specifi c gravity is 
measured. 

 The reference MC for visual strength-grading is 20 per cent. Where the density is given 
at an MC other than 20 per cent, correction factors shall be available for correction to 20 
per cent. The EN 384 ( CEN, 2004b ) gives 0.5 per cent of increment or decrement as 
correction factor for each percentage point of MC less or more than 12 per cent, 
respectively. According to the EN 408 standard ( CEN, 2003c ), given the conditioning of 
the specimens, the average density is determined, for an MC of 12 per cent, by  

r12
12

12
%

%

%

= m

V
    (3) 

  Figure 1:          Average MC measurement (UNI 11035)  
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 Here,  m  indicates the mass and  V  indicates the volume of the whole element. 
 In the case of timber on place, because of the impossibility of weighing the whole 

element, direct density measurement can be carried out on samples. The effectiveness of 
this method depends, of course, on the number, type and position of samples, whereas its 
feasibility is contingent on the principle of the minimal invasiveness of testing. 

 In the research reported in this paper, density was measured according to the EN 408 
standard in order to gather the required input data for the NDT. 

 Direct determination of density of old timber elements in structural size can be 
tricky even in laboratory conditions. Indeed, even if the elements can be directly 
weighted, problems could still occur in volume determination, in the case of 
irregularly shaped elements (irregular and variable cross-sections, presence of splits 
and distortion). 

 Radiation densitometry, which measures the attenuation coeffi cient of X-rays or 
gamma rays, is an indirect technique for assessing the density characteristics of wood 
samples. The use of radiographic scanning system for  in situ  investigations of timber is, 
however, not widespread, because of both the scarcity of tailored portable equipment and 
the safety problems related to emitted radiation. Alternatively, local nondestructive test 
methods, such as the drill resistance measurement and the sclerometer test, can be 
adopted to measure the density of timber on-site. 

 The drill resistance measure by the Resistograph  ®   device is based on the resistance 
offered by the material to the advance of a small-diameter drill bit. During the 
experimental campaign a total of 12 tests in three sections equally spaced along each 
element face were carried out.  Rinn (1992)    found that the mean resistance levels of the 
Resistographic profi les closely correlated with the gross density of dry wood from the 
X-ray density profi le. MC is inversely related to the drilling resistance. 

 Sclerometer testing, performed by means of the Pilodyn  ®  , measures the penetration of 
a steel pin driven into the wood with constant energy. Pilodyn measurements were taken 
on the test material, close to the ends and at the mid-span of each element.  G ö rlacher 
(1987)  found that the Pilodyn is able to predict mean outerwood density values with 
reasonable accuracy. The correlation between the depth of penetration and density also, 
however, depends on MC, number of measurements and species.   

 Visual grading 
 In the reported research work, grading criteria according to European ( EN 518:1997 ) and 
Italian standards ( UNI 11035-1-2:2003 ) have been applied. Moreover, the guidelines of 
the Italian  UNI 11119:2004  concerning on-site inspections of timber members have been 
adopted in order to grade elements whose features did not meet the requirements of the 
categories used for new structural timber. 

  UNI 11035-1  defi nes the terminology and measurement of features for the visual 
strength-grading of Italian structural timbers. Hence, it defi nes reference MC; direct or 
indirect evaluation of the density, the latter performed by measuring the number of growth 
rings contained in a reference line; limits to defects reducing the strength (knots, SoG, 
checks, splits, shakes); and limits to geometrical features representing building defects 
(wane and distortion) and decay. The second part of the code ( UNI 11035-2 ) contains 
visual strength-grading rules and characteristic values for Italian structural timber 
population. Grading rules are specifi ed for different Italian timbers that are identifi ed by 
coupling species and geographic origin. Timbers are assigned to strength classes by 
measuring the visual features specifi ed in the fi rst part of the code. Finally, strength values 
are referred to strength classes for each timber group. 
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 UNI 11035 is also valid for on-site grading; in this case, more criteria are established: 
(a) at least three longitudinal faces and one of the transversal faces of the element must be 
visible; (b) grading rules are applied to the residual resistant part of the element, deducted 
of the decayed parts. If the  in situ  element cannot be graded according to UNI 11035, its 
load-bearing capacity has to be otherwise estimated. 

  UNI 11119:2004  establishes criteria for the diagnosis of old timber members by means 
of on-site inspections and nondestructive techniques. Strength grading can be performed 
by coupling both visual criteria and NDT results. The former criteria can be applied just 
on the visible parts of the member. In case the accessibility and visibility of the wooden 
member ’ s surface are limited and the visible faces are less than three, that circumstance 
has to be specifi ed in the inspection report. The use of ND techniques is recommended 
where and when the presence of nonvisible alterations is suspected. 

 According to the UNI 11119 standard, timber in service can be  ‘ piecewise ’  graded once 
the so-called critical areas are identifi ed. The  ‘ critical area ’  is defi ned as  ‘ part of a wooden 
element with longitudinal axes no less than 150   mm, which is considered to be relevant 
because of defects, position, state of conservation and also stress conditions which are 
determined by static analysis ’ . 

 While UNI 11035 establishes different grading criteria for different timber groups, in 
UNI 11119 the same grading criteria are applied to all species. 

 Another important difference between UNI 11035 and UNI 11119 is that the former 
provides characteristic strength, stiffness and density values, which are fi fth percentile 
values, whereas the latter provides allowable stress values. The grades referring to the two 
codes can be compared; deriving the characteristic values by the allowable ones by means 
of Equation (4) ( Piazza  et al ., 2005 ):  

s
gA k

modf
k=

1 5. M
    (4) 

 with  k   mod   being the modifi cation factor used in Eurocode 5 ( EN 1995-1-1:2004 ) for taking 
into account the effect of the duration of load and MC (the value that can be used for 
comparison is 0,   8) and   �   M  is the partial factor for the material property (1,   3 as proposed 
in Eurocode 5). 

 Grading criteria referred to the group  ‘ softwood 1 ’  in  UNI 11035-2   §  5.3 have been 
adopted for both larch and spruce timber, while criteria of the group  ‘ hardwood ’  were 
applied for grading chestnut elements. The standard provides three grades for softwoods 
(S1 for the less defective elements), whereas hardwoods can be considered either 
admissible for structural uses (grade S) or not (NC). Three grades for timber in service are 
also provided by UNI 11119 for both softwoods and hardwoods. 

 Differently from on-site, in the lab the elements were completely visible and defects 
could be better examined because of proper lightning and treatment of the surfaces. 
Hence, all the defects, present on each face, were localised, measured and mapped. 

 In order to better examine the entity of knots, the surrounding areas have been polished. 
 The extent to which knots affect the strength of a timber element depends upon their 

position, size, number, direction of fi bre and condition. 
 Knots were measured according to UNI 11035, on the basis of linear values, as the 

ratio of the diameters to the width of the element face. For decayed elements, the width of 
the residual cross-section was considered, according to UNI 11119  §  7.5.1.3. 

 The  ‘ slope ’  of grain is usually designed by the ratio of a unitary deviation of the grain 
from the edge to the distance along the edge over which the deviation occurs. 
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 The grain is the projection of the wood fi bres onto the measurement surface. Grain on 
LR (longitudinal – radial) faces describes stem tapering, and in the absence of spiral grain, 
it also corresponds to fi bres ’  direction, whereas on pure LT (longitudinal – tangential) faces 
the slope due to spiral growth can be measured. 

 Normally, strength grading based on visual methods is limited to consideration of 
surface grain angles in the wide-face plane of boards. In traditional timber structures, 
whose elements are mainly beams instead of boards, all four longitudinal faces of the 
elements have to be considered. In  UNI 11119:2004 , different limits to SoG are set for 
LR and LT faces, in particular stricter limits are set for LR slopes. 

 In general, the overall SoG can be considered as the result of both cross grain and 
spiral grain; the former is expressed by the ratio  BC   r   /  AC   r   determined on the radial face, 
whereas spiral grain can be measured on the tangential face by means of the ratio  BC   r    /  AC   t   
( Figure 2 ). Consequently, the global SoG is given by  

SoG BC ACr BC ACr r t= +( / / )2 2
    (5) 

 In the analysed timber, the approximate SoG was often not evident from visual 
inspection, except for the few portions of prepared or planed timber. Therefore, general 
SoG on rough sawn timber was detected by measuring the inclination of contingent 
shrinkage splits on the longitudinal faces or, alternatively, the inclination of the grooves 
drawn by means of a scribe ( Figure 2 ). The scribe test has also been used to indicate grain 
angle of roundwood, once the axis of the log was found. For this purpose, devices can be 
used, such as the one described by  Wellner (1960) , consisting of two sets of legs 
straddling the log, connected in length by a rod, whose direction can be adjusted 
according to the direction of pointers bisecting the angle between each set of legs. 

 All the defects, causing discontinuities in the tissues, such as checks, splits and shakes, 
can be considered equivalent to cracks. Checks are ruptures in wood along the grain, 
which, with the exception of heart checks, develop during seasoning. Unlike checks, splits 
are separations that extend through the timber from one face to another. Different kinds of 
shakes can occur: ring shakes are separation along the growth ring while heart shakes are 
ruptures radiating outward from the pith. Pitch defects are common in spruce and develop 
through an excessive accumulation of resin in localised regions. In particular, pitch 
pockets are plan-convex cavities between growth increments. 

 While shrinkage checks do not cause downgrading, if they are not developed into 
through splits, timber with shakes cannot be graded according to UNI 11035, except for 
internal shakes close to the pith. According to UNI 11119, timber with limited shakes can 
be assigned to the lowest strength class (III). 

   Figure 2:          Scribe test (UNI 11035-1)  
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 The length of fi ssure and the amount of distortion are linked with MC; therefore, the 
limits given by the standard can only be applicable at the time of grading. For saturated 
wood ( u  mean >26 per cent), UNI 11035 contemplates the presence of  ‘ prospective shakes ’  
in the case of irregularly wide growth rings. 

 Biotic decay, such as rot or insect attacks, causes a reduction of the resistant 
cross-section. Decayed elements are rejected while grading new timbers, but in the 
case of old elements their presence is often unavoidable. Visual inspection enables 
the detection of external wood decay caused by rot, evidenced by the presence of 
fruiting bodies and mycelial fans, as well as that caused by insect activity, by the 
presence of insect bore-holes or, in case of recent attack, by the accumulation of 
sawdust. Internal decay is often masked by the lack of evidence on the exposed surface 
of the wood. Moreover, many hidden segments of timber in service, such as beam 
ends buried into masonry, are also the most vulnerable and exposed to decay. In this 
case, it is advisable to adopt local test methods in order to obtain information on the 
presence and extension of decay, and to determine the  ‘ effi cient section ’  defi ned as  ‘ the 
cross-section of a wooden member (including defects) where the critical section is 
excluded from analysis and where actual wood degradation and / or damage are 
determined ’  ( Figure 3 ). 

 In the reported research, sclerometer tests (Pilodyn) and measurements of the 
micro-drilling resistance (Resistograph) permitted one to analyse abnormal density 
variations, generally associated with mass loss, caused by biological degradation. In 
particular, Pilodyn was used to map surface decay, providing a rapid means of 
identifying areas that needed further investigation ( Baldassino  et al ., 1996 ). The micro-
drilling resistance tests permitted one to assess the element residual section within each 
 ‘ critical ’  area. 

 Frequently, decay is not extended to the whole element, but rather localised in critical 
points, such as those in contact with wall, where dampness stands. According to UNI 
11119, elements can also be partially graded with respect to each critical zone, thus 
permitting one to grade decayed or damaged timber. 

 In the case of fungal and insect attacks concentrated in a specifi c zone, a residual 
resistant cross-sectional area has to be considered. On the contrary, elements that are 
uniformly damaged by insects can be graded considering the whole element, not deducted 
from the decayed parts. In this case, however, values of strength and stiffness must be 
reduced according to the severity of damage. The advisability and entity of this reduction 
are arbitrarily established by the grader. 

 As regards the geometrical features that are considered in the grading criteria, 
especially wane occurs in old massive beams. In fact in traditional buildings, large 
scantlings were often obtained by roughly cutting the logs in order to maximise the 
available material. 

  Figure 3:          Critical section and effi cient section (UNI 11119)  
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 The geometrical variability involves a considerable variation of the modulus of inertia 
along the element axis. This variation has to be taken into account in calculation, but 
cannot be considered as a strength-reducing characteristic.   

 Hardness tests 
 Hardness is generally defi ned as resistance to indentation. Actually, wood hardness 
involves compression strength, shear strength and fracture toughness. 

 Wood hardness is positively correlated to density and, as a consequence, to the material 
strength properties. Moreover, hardness is in inverse proportion to MC. For softwoods, 
hardness values of air-dried samples ( u  � 12 per cent) are 1.7 – 1.8 higher than for green 
samples ( u >35 per cent). 

 Among the standard hardness tests, the modifi ed Janka test, which measures the load 
required to embed an 11.28   mm ball to one-half of its diameter, is more similar to the 
method used in the reported research. 

 In the performed tests, hardness was estimated by measuring the load force  R  required 
to embed a 10   mm   �   steel hemispherical bit to 5   mm ( Piazza and Turrini, 1983 ). The 
experimental test equipment is shown in  Figure 4 . The test area must be clear, that is, 
without visible defects. The value of  R  was obtained by averaging the results of two tests 
for two opposite longitudinal faces, in particular at 1 / 3 and 2 / 3 of the span. Each test 
consisted of fi ve measurements taken in each tested area. The result of each test was 
obtained by averaging the middle values among the fi ve measurements. 

 The correlation between  R  and Young modulus in longitudinal tension  E  0  is expressed 
by  

E AR0
0 5= d .     (6) 

 where   �   indicates a reduction factor, 0.5    �      �      �    0.8, that depends on the defectiveness of 
the element.  A  is a coeffi cient that depends on the species of the tested sample, the value 
of the applied force and the MC. 

 The experimental force ranges from 700 to 3,000   N. For silver fi r ( Abies alba ) 
and larch ( Larix decidua ) at an MC in the range of 12 – 14 per cent, the coeffi cient 
found by Piazza and Turrini is  A     =    350. This value was used for both larch and 
spruce ( Picea abies ) elements. For chestnut ( Castanea sativa ),  A     =    263 was proposed 
by  Foresti (2006) . 

  Figure 4:          Hardness test device ( Turrini and Piazza, 1983 )  
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 In order to adjust the value of  E  0  for different values of MC, the result of Equation (6) 
must be divided by a correction factor  C  ( Foresti, 2006 )  

C U u= − −( . )[%]1 0 0079 15D     (7) 

 where   �    U 15    −     u [ % ]  is the difference, in percentage, between the MC at 15 per cent and the 
test MC (below the FSP).   

 Ultrasonic and stress wave tests 
 Stress wave and ultrasound methods for investigating wood are based on the propagation 
of compression waves through wood. Although the terms are often used interchangeably, 
stress wave methods are generally low frequency (in the audible range) whereas 
ultrasonic frequencies are above the audible range. 

 Both techniques are based on the measurement of the wave propagation speed and 
attenuation, as stiffness and strength predictors. 

 The performed tests are based on the time-of-fl ight measurement to determine wave 
propagation speed. In these measurement systems, a mechanical or ultrasonic impact is 
used to impart a wave into a member. Piezoelectric sensors at two points on the member 
are used to sense passing of the wave. The time it takes for the wave to travel between 
sensors is measured and used to compute wave propagation speed. 

 Longer propagation times are generally indicative of the presence of defects, 
deteriorated wood or wood with lower stiffness or density. Stress wave techniques are 
also, however, affected by other factors, including MC, wood species and growth-ring 
orientation. 

 The general confi guration used for strength grading timber is direct transmission along 
the fi bres ( Figure 5a ); however, this arrangement is often not applicable to timber 
members in service. Therefore, the indirect transmission across the fi bre, determined with 
the confi guration showed in  Figure 5b , was tested as an alternative to a set-up having in 
mind its application to timber elements  in situ . 

 For the measurement of both ultrasonic and stress wave velocities, the data acquisition 
control unit consisted of a digital oscilloscope, which permitted one to sample and acquire 
output signal from the probe, and a Pocket PC, which allowed one to display the raw 
signal, process it and evaluate the attenuation. 

 Ultrasonic indirect waves ’  transmission was measured using two piezoelectric transducers 
with relatively low frequencies (20   kHz) in order to take into account the high wave 
attenuation typical of wood ( Zombori, 2000 ). In order to conduct local piecewise readings 
on the longitudinal faces, the transducers were placed at a distance of ca. 500   mm, on the 
same element face, and readings were made along the entire length of the beams. 

 Since high-frequency waves attenuate signifi cantly over relatively short distances in 
wood, an instrumented hammer was used to sense waves ’  propagation parallel to the 
grain. In this case the velocity of the longitudinal stress waves was measured after striking 

   Figure 5:          Adopted ultrasonic testing set-ups  
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one transversal face of the beam with the hammer and placing the receiving probe on the 
opposite face. At least two readings per beam were generally made, but a third one was 
added if the fi rst two readings differed signifi cantly. 

 Some operational diffi culties occurred during testing because of the surface waviness 
and roughness of timber, in particular as regards the coupling of the piezoelectric 
transducers to the material surface and the alignment of transducers. A satisfactory 
physical contact was established by means of applied pressure on the probe and a dry 
couplant (mastic) between the surfaces. Moreover, wood surfaces were locally processed 
and fi nished in order to avoid transducers ’  lack of alignment. 

 Presently, different standards emerged to measure the ultrasonic properties of materials 
with particular reference to  ASTM E494 (2001) . 

 For prismatic, homogeneous and isotropic elements and for those with a section width 
smaller than the stress wavelength, the relation  

E Vdin = r 2     (8) 

 gives the (elasto)dynamic MoE (N / mm 2 ) where  V  is the propagation velocity of the 
longitudinal stress waves (m / s) and   �   is the density of the specimens (kg / m 3 ). 

 Therefore, density is an important variable that must be measured if a stress wave 
technique is used to estimate dynamic MoE. Density values, used in Equation (8) to 
estimate  E   din  , were determined by direct weighting. In practice, when density measurements 
cannot be effectively taken nondestructively, tabulated values for various species are used. 

 The difference between the dynamic MoE and the static value ( E   din      �    0.90  E   sta  ) is 
explained by the viscous – elastic behaviour of wood. Generally, a linear relation is used 
( FPL, 1999 ):  

E Esta din= +a b1 1     (9) 

 where   �   1  and   �   1  are constants depending on the material. 
 In this research, the values of the constants that were used in Equation (9), are 

  �   1     =    0.741 and   �   1     =    112   Mpa ( FPL, 1999 ). 
 In order to take into account the MC effect on the ultrasonic stress wave propagation, 

 Sandoz (1993)  proposed empirical corrected models (Equations (10) and (11)): 
   

( %) ( )MC VR Vm MCi� 32 29 12  = + −     (10) 
   

( %) ( )MC VR Vm MCi> = + + −32 580 4 32     (11) 

 with  MCi  being the test MC,  Vm  the speed of ultrasound at MCi (m / s),  VR  the referential 
speed of ultrasound for MC    =    12 per cent (m / s). 

 In the research presented in this paper, however, stress wave speed was directly 
determined also for saturated elements. 

 Although other authors proposed correlations between stress wave velocity and 
bending strength of wood (ie  Sandoz, 1989 ), in this research the method was used only to 
estimate, from the dynamic MoE, the stiffness of the material.   

 Bending tests 
 Modulus of elasticity (MoE) can be measured in different loading modes: bending, tension 
and compression. In all these cases a static load is applied and consequent deformation is 
measured (or, equivalently, deformation is applied and the needed load is measured). 
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 Measuring fl exural MoE by static-bending techniques has been successfully employed 
to grade lumber in sawmills by using testing set-ups that approximate simply supported 
boundary conditions. Boundary conditions on-site may, however, vary considerably in 
even the simplest structure. Consequently, application of this technique for  in situ  
assessment of timber members has been generally limited to the ND evaluation of the 
stiffness and buckling of fl oors or bridges ’  decks. Its employment for the evaluation of 
roof rafters or other nonhorizontal structural members is more diffi cult and rare (ie  Abbott 
and Elcock, 1987   ). 

 The assessment of MoE can also be used to nondestructively estimate the bending 
strength of timber. Indeed, stiffness is the best individual predictor of strength, with a 
coeffi cient of correlation  R  2  ranging from 0.51 to 0.73 ( Thelandersson and Larsen, 2003 ). 
The relation between strength and MoE can, however, be affected by the presence of 
signifi cant local defects. 

 In the performed tests, MoE was directly measured in bending, in accordance with the 
four-point loading method, and compared with the NDT data. 

 The EN 408 standard, and analogously the  EN 14251  standard for round timber, 
specifi es a four-point bending test, with loads applied at the third points. The distance 
between supports is 18 times the beam depth. Defl ection is measured over a length equal 
to fi ve times the beam depth centred within the test span ( Figure 6 ). 

 The two standards permit one to determine the MoE  E   m  , for squared (Equation (12)) 
and round elements (Equation (13)), respectively: 
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 and  �  F  is the increment of loading on the straight-line portion of the load deformation 
curve;  l  the gauge length;  �   �   the increment of displacement;  I  the second moment of 
area;  a  the distance between the loading position and the support;  �  M  the increment of 
bending moment on the straight-line portion of the load – deformation curve;  d  1  the 

  Figure 6:          Test arrangement for the determination of the MoE  
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smallest apparent diameter along the gauge length;  d  2  the biggest apparent diameter along 
the gauge length; and  I  1  is the smallest second moment of area along the gauge length. 

 After assessing MoE, each test specimen was loaded until failure. Destructive bending 
tests were carried out only on conditioned timber. 

 In case of timber in structural dimensions, the testing loading condition reproduced the 
on-site one. In order to evaluate the post-elastic behaviour and collapse mechanism of the 
material, the mode of failure was established by studying the appearance of the load –
 defl ection curve and photographs of the broken battens after failure. 

 A displacement control procedure with an actuator with a load cell of 600   kN 
(maximum) was adopted. The specimens were instrumented with four linear variable 
differential transformers (LVDT), with an accuracy of 1 × 10     −    3    mm. In order to measure 
contingent asymmetrical defl ections of the beam, the LVDT transducers were placed at 
the mid-span, using two yokes placed on both sides of the cross-section. The resulting 
measure is obtained averaging the readings on opposite sides. Additionally, transducers 
were placed at the supports, in order to monitor local effects at these locations. Indeed, 
during bending tests nonlinear deformation, caused by frictional forces and stress 
concentration at the loading and supporting points, can occur and produce extra 
defl ection. In order to reduce these local effects, the concentrated forces were applied by 
placing two steel cylinders under the actuator and interposing between them and the wood 
surface a rigid steel plate. Shaped wood blocks to fi t the round timber were inserted 
between the test piece and the supports to minimise local indentation.    

 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
 In the following tables, the results of the grading campaign are shown. 

 Elements labelled  ‘ A ’  are timbers in the structural dimensions of larch and spruce 
( Table 2 ), while elements labelled  ‘ R ’  and  ‘ Ca ’  are portions of old beams, respectively, of 
larch and chestnut, which have been tested at both FSP and EMC. 

   Table 2 :      Results of the visual strength grading according to UNI 11035 and UNI 11119 

  Element    UNI 11035-2    UNI 11119  

 1-Ca  S  I 
 2-Ca  S  I 
 3-Ca  S  II 
 4-Ca  S  I 
 5-Ca  S  II 
 6-Ca  S  I 
 7-Ca  S  I 
 8-Ca  S  I 
 9-Ca  S  II 
 10-Ca  S  II 
      
 1-R  Not graded  III 
 2-R  Not graded  III 
 3-R  Not graded  III 
 1-R_4  S3  III 
 2-R_5  S2  II 
 3-R_4  Not graded  Not graded 
      
 2-A  S3  III 
 3-A  S3  III 
 4-A  S2  II 
 6-A  S2  II 
 9-A  S3  II 
 11-A  S3  II 
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 In  Table 2  the tested elements and the corresponding strength classes, assigned 
according to UNI 11035 and UNI 11119 standards, are listed. 

 According to UNI 11035, two beams of the refuge (elements A-3 and A-5,  Table 3 ) 
and four portions of larch beams (R1, R2, R3, 3R_4) could not be graded because of 
the presence of wane exceeding the limits set by the code. Criteria in UNI 11119 
permit one to grade one of the exceeding wayned beams (element A-3), considering 
the actual stress distribution along the element and the consequent incidence of 
defects. 

 Values of MoE obtained from visual strength-grading and NDT tests are summarised in 
 Tables 3 and 4  for conditioned and saturated wood, respectively. The NDT data are 

 Table 4 :      Visual grading and NDT MoE values compared with values from bending tests (specimens at FSP)  

      MoE   
      Bending test    UNI 11035    UNI 11119    Hardness test    Ultrasound test  

  Element N.    MC %    (MPa)    (MPa)     � %    (MPa)     � %    (MPa)     � %    (MPa)     � %  

 1-Ca  57  6,294  9,900  61  7,400  20  8,340  25  10,816  42 
 2-Ca  49.5  8,402  9,900  18  7,400      −    12  8,940  6  11,232  25 
 3-Ca  48  10,193  9,900      −    3  6,660      −    35  7,701      −    32  13,033  22 
 4-Ca  45.5  10,667  9,900      −    7  7,400      −    31  8,752      −    22  11,792  10 
 5-Ca  54.5  9,566  9,900  3  6,660      −    30  7,339      −    30  11,296  15 
 6-Ca  52.5  9,285  9,900  7  7,400      −    20  8,584      −    8  10,825  14 
 7-Ca  52  10,224  9,900      −    3  7,400      −    28  8,313      −    23  11,805  13 
 8-Ca  44.5  9,313  9,900  6  7,400      −    21  9,271  0  10,887  14 
 9-Ca  41.5  8,859  9,900  12  6,660      −    25  8,412      −    5  11,957  26 
 10-Ca  55  6,378  9,900  55  6,660  4  6,453  1  9,700  34 
                      
 1-R_4  29  8,074  9,660  20  9,180  14  8,545  6  10,531  23 
 2-R_5  29  9,549  10,080  6  9,860  3  10,963  13  9,720  2 
 3-R_4  29  7,447   —    —    —    —   5,982      −    24  10,040  26 

  Table 3 :      Visual grading and NDT MoE values compared with values from bending tests (specimens at EMC) 

      MoE  

      Bending test    UNI 11035    UNI 11119    Hardness test    Ultrasound test  

  Element N.    MC %    (MPa)    (MPa)     � %    (MPa)     � %    (MPa)     � %    (MPa)     � %  

 1-Ca  17  9,671  11,880  23  9,200      −    5  12,235  27  11,575  20 
 2-Ca  15  11,167  12,320  10  9,600      −    14  12,813  15  12,720  14 
 3-Ca  16  13,147  12,100      −    8  8,460      −    36  10,942      −    17  14,128  7 
 4-Ca  13.5  13,548  12,540      −    7  9,800      −    28  11,734      −    13  14,475  7 
 5-Ca  13  12,584  12,540  0  8,820      −    30  10,711      −    15  14,268  13 
 6-Ca  13  12,291  12,320  0  9,600      −    22  12,594  2  13,882  13 
 7-Ca  13  13,303  12,540      −    6  9,800      −    26  12,627      −    5  14,092  6 
 8-Ca  13.5  12,275  12,320  0  9,600      −    22  12,624  3  14,396  17 
 9-Ca  13.5  11,630  12,100  4  8,460      −    27  11,249      −    3  14,975  29 
 10-Ca  14  9,392  12,100  29  8,460  10  10,360  10  13,561  44 
                      
 1-R_4  16  12,312  12,400  1  12,420  1  12,462  1  13,082  6 
 2-R_5  15  14,341  13,200      −    8  13,630      −    5  14,599  2  13,866      −    3 
 3-R_4  15  12,026   —     —    —    —   10,824      −    10  13,374  11 
                      
 2-A  9  17,257  11,500      −    19  14,310      −    17  11,899      −    31  11,628      −    33 
 3-A  10  13,221   —       −    14  10,920      −    17  11,792      −    11  11,354      −    14 
 4A  10  18,177  10,500      −    31  10,920      −    40  13,312      −    27  9,880      −    46 
 6-A  10  10,563  10,500  19  11,960  13  12,432  18  10,244      −    3 
 9-A  10  15,016  9,500      −    24  10,920      −    27  12,510      −    17  9,557      −    36 
 11-A  8  9,994  11,500  43  15,370  54  13,548  36  12,380  24 
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compared with the true bending stiffness, determined with four-point bending tests. The 
difference between the predicted values and the bending property is also shown. 

 For conditioned woods, the mean differences in percentage, between the MoE obtained 
from static bending tests and from visual strength-grading, are     −    0.7 and     −    2 for the tested 
softwood elements, 4.5 and     −    20 for chestnut, applying criteria of UNI 11035 and UNI 
11119, respectively. 

 For saturated specimens, the mean percentage error is 15 and     −    13, respectively, for the 
two visual grading criteria. 

 This means that results of visual grading generally underestimate the actual stiffness of 
the material. Properties derived from visual grading are obviously fi fth percentile values; 
this explains why they are generally lower than the values experimentally obtained for 
each beam. UNI 11119 is more conservative because the grade properties attributed to the 
in-service classes were not determined through an extensive experimental campaign on 
existing timber structures, but rather were simply derived from the values obtained for 
new timber. 

 The mean differences in percentage between the MoE obtained from bending tests and 
the adopted NDT methods are     −    1.8 for the hardness test and 4.01 for the ultrasound test 
for conditioned wood, and     −    7 and 21 for saturated wood, respectively. 

 The error of the visual grading methods in predicting the stiffness of elements in 
structural size is     −    4.3 per cent and     −    5.7 per cent (in absolute value 25 per cent and 28 
per cent) if UNI 11035 and UNI 11119 standards are applied, respectively. For the same 
group of elements, the mean error of the hardness test is     −    5.3 per cent (absolute value 23 
per cent) and of the ultrasound test is 3.3 per cent (absolute value 26 per cent). The error 
values in predicting the stiffness of timbers in structural dimension can be explained with 
the high presence of inhomogeneities. The hardness test is carried out on clear wood 
portions, and then a reduction factor   �   (Equation (6)) is applied in order to take into 
account the defectiveness of the material. The error estimated for the hardness test can be 
attributed to the partial subjectivity in judging the severity of defects and, consequently, in 
applying the factor   �  . 

 The true strength of the timber elements, determined through destructive bending 
tests, has been compared with strength values predicted by applying UNI 11035 and 
UNI 11119 criteria. The results are shown in  Table 5 . The mean errors, in percentage, 
are     −    50 and     −    61, respectively. Therefore, generally, visual grading methods underestimate 
the true strength. 

 In particular, as regards timber in structural dimensions, the strength value of element 
2-A, resulting from the bending test, deeply diverges from the one referring to the element 
grading; indeed even if the beam was graded to the lowest strength class, it exhibited the 
highest strength among the tested elements. Conversely, element 7-A failed at 17 vs 
29   Mpa predicted through visual grading. In this case, the overestimate depends on the 
presence of not visible defects, indeed the failure initiated where a hidden knot at the 
tensile side was located. 

 As further treatment for the gathered data, statistical regression analyses between 
parameters obtained from all individual grading methods and the bending properties 
resulting from the static tests were made. 

 The closer data are grouped around the regression line and the lower the variability, the 
more successful an NDT parameter is at predicting performance. 

 The regression analysis yields the so-called  ‘ coeffi cient of correlation ’ ,  R . Its square is 
called  ‘ coeffi cient of determination ’ ,  R  2 . The value of  R  2  indicates the portion of the total 
variation of the predicted variable that is explained by the predictor ( Figures 7 – 17 ). 
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 Correlation coeffi cients can range from     −    1 to 1. A correlation coeffi cient nearing 1 
suggests a strong positive relationship. A correlation coeffi cient of zero reveals that no 
relationship exists, positive or negative. 

 The ultrasound test exhibits a negative correlation with the MoE of the conditioned 
specimens, measured by means of four-point bending tests ( R     =        −    0.3). Nevertheless, the 
higher correlation, among all the grading methods, is given by the ultrasound test for 
saturated specimens ( R     =    0.6), whereas the other methods show a very poor correlation 
(UNI 11119:  R     =    0.3 at EMC,  R     =    0.2 at FSP; UNI 11035:  R     =        −    0.3 at EMC,  R     =    0.04 at 
FSP; hardness test:  R     =    0.2 at EMC,  R     =    0.3). For softwood-conditioned specimens only, 
the hardness test exhibits a positive correlation ( R     =    0.6). 

 The coeffi cient of correlation between true strength and strength predicted by 
visual grading is higher for UNI 11035 ( R     =    0.6 for softwoods,  R     =    0.2 for all the 
specimens) than for UNI 11119 ( R     =    0.4 for softwoods,  R     =    0.01 for all the specimens). 

 Finally, it is interesting to compare MoE values and bending strengths  f   m  , both 
experimentally obtained. Linear regression analysis was carried out for timber in 

  Table 5 :      Visual grading MoR values compared with values from bending tests (specimens at EMC) 

    Bending test    UNI 11035    UNI 11119      

  Element     f   m   (MPa)     f   k   (MPa)     � %     f   k   (MPa)     � %  

 1-Ca_1  46  25      −    46  21      −    54 
 1-Ca_2  46  25      −    46  21      −    55 
 1-Ca_3  46  25      −    46  21      −    54 
 2-Ca_1  43  25      −    41  21      −    51 
 2-Ca_2  66  25      −    62  21      −    68 
 2-Ca_3  56  25      −    55  21      −    62 
 3-Ca_1  54  25      −    54  18      −    67 
 3-Ca_2  50  25      −    50  18      −    64 
 3-Ca_3  43  25      −    42  18      −    58 
 3-Ca_4  74  25      −    66  18      −    76 
 4-Ca  55  25      −    55  21      −    62 
 5-Ca  54  25      −    54  18      −    67 
 6-Ca  52  25      −    52  21      −    60 
 7-Ca  57  25      −    56  21      −    63 
 8-Ca  58  25      −    57  21      −    64 
 9-Ca  51  25      −    51  18      −    65 
 10-Ca  51  25      −    18  18      −    41 
            
 1-R_1  53  45      −    15  29      −    45 
 1-R_2  64  45      −    30  29      −    55 
 1-R_3  15     —      —      —      —  
 1-R_4  44  29      −    34  20      −    55 
 2-R_1  30  29      −    5  19      −    37 
 2-R_2  55  46      −    16  29      −    47 
 2-R_3  88  46      −    48  29      −    67 
 2-R_4  57  46      −    20  29      −    49 
 2-R_5  58  35      −    40  25      −    57 
 3-R_1  35  29      −    16  20      −    42 
 3-R_2  30  29      −    4  20      −    34 
 3-R_3  17  29  74  20  20 
 3-R_4  27     —      —      —      —  
            
 2-A  64  26      −    51  27      −    61 
 3-A  49  28      −    43  27      −    45 
 4-A  49  28      −    43  27      −    45 
 6-A  35  28      −    19  27      −    22 
 7-A  22  39  74  32  42 
 8-A  35  35      −    1  32      −    9 
 9-A  27  28  4  22      −    18 
 11-A  41  39      −    4  32      −    21 
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structural size, and results reveal a modest positive correlation between stiffness and 
strength ( R     =    0.5 for softwoods,  R     =    0.1 for the whole test material). In particular, two 
cases show deep discrepancies between the two properties: element 9-A has one of the 
highest MoEs (15,016   Mpa) but one of the lowest bending strengths ( f   m      =    27   Mpa). 
Conversely, the element with the lowest MoE (element 11-A, MoE    =    9994   Mpa) exhibited 
one of the highest bending strengths ( f   m      =    41   Mpa). 
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 Figure 7:          Static bending MoE (MPa),  E   bd   vs  E  0,mean  MoE from UNI 11035  
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 Figure 8:          Static bending MoE (MPa),  E   bd   vs  E  0, mean  MoE from UNI 11119  
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 Complementary to the two main grading properties, also density parameters, obtained 
by both direct methods (weighting) and indirect methods (visual grading, NDT), have 
been compared. 

 Density values obtained by direct weighting have been compared with the mean and 
characteristic values resulting from grading ( Table 6 ). 

 For both Pilodyn and Resistograph tests, a regression analysis has been performed in 
order to evaluate the correlation between the found NDT parameters and density. In 
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 Figure 9:          Static bending MoE (MPa),  E   bd   vs  E  0, mean  MoE from hardness test (Piazza and Turrini)  
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 Figure 10:          Static bending MoE (MPa),  E   bd   vs  E   sta   static MoE from ultrasonic tests  
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particular, the mean values derived from Pilodyn tests (depth of penetration in mm) and 
Resistographic tests (the integral of the drill resistance function divided by the penetration 
length) have been used as NDT parameters. 

 For both NDT methods no correlation has been found, either positive or negative 
( Figures 13 and 14 ). 
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 Figure 12:          Static bending strength vs  f   m,k   characteristic bending strength (MPa) (derived from 
UNI 11119)  
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 Figure 11:          Static bending strength vs  f   m,k   characteristic bending strength (MPa) from UNI 11035  
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 Figure 13:          Static bending MoE (MPa),  E   bd   vs static bending strength (MPa)  
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 Figure 14:          Density values (kg / m 3 ) vs Pilodyn data (mm)  
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 Figure 15:          Density values (kg / m 3 ) vs Resistograph data  
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 Density has also been treated as a grade-determining property. For this purpose, 
analogously as it was done for MoE, a linear regression analysis was carried out between 
the experimental values of density, obtained by direct weighting, and the MoE and MoR 
values resulting from the bending tests ( Figures 15 and 16 ). A higher correlation of 
density with the MoE than with the MoR was expected. Both  R  values are, however, 
very low ( R     =    0.21 for MoE,  R     =    0.17 for MoR), and the former is just slightly higher 
than the latter.   
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 Figure 16:          Static bending MoE (MPa),  E   bd   vs density (kg / m 3 )  
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 Figure 17:          Static bending strength (MPa) vs density (kg / m 3 )  
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 CONCLUSIONS 
 The reported test results are doubtful and ambiguous, and the discrepancies in the tests 
highlight the complexity of characterising material in old timber structures. 

 From the statistical analysis, none of the adopted grading methods exhibits an adequate 
correlation with the analysed parameter. Despite the limits of the research (limited 
number and types of specimens, measurements errors, etc) however, some important 
conclusions can be drawn. 

 Dedicated on-site visual grading criteria must be established, taking into account the 
incidence of the different defects on traditional timber elements ’  strength. The different 
dimensions of traditional timber elements with respect to actual sawmill products must be 
considered. 

  ‘ Technological ’  characteristics such as wane cannot be accounted for downgrading 
defects in the case of old timber beams. The presence of waney edges has to be 
considered just as infl uencing the effective resistant cross-sectional area. 

 Knots are by far the most important downgrading defects. The incidence of knots 
within the element is quite signifi cant in the case of thick elements, like beams. The 
actual methods consider the superfi cial incidence of the knots, by-passing the diffi culties in 
measuring the actual size, shape and direction of the internal knot cone, required in the 
KAR. Conversely, KAR, if adopted, does not permit one to estimate the infl uence of 
spike knots. 

 A knowledge of external defects combined with internal interpretation to recreate 
internal defects structures would permit a more reliable grading process. Of course, none 
of the visual criteria is able to predict the infl uence of not visible defects. While diffuse 
internal defects can be detected by means of NDT, it is more diffi cult to estimate the 
presence of punctual defects. 

  ‘ Global ’  ND methods, such as ultrasound and stress wave methods, are useful to have 
information on the entire element. 

 In particular, a good correlation with the mean values of fl exural MoE can be obtained 
with direct longitudinal transmission methods; unfortunately, this test set-up is often 
diffi cult to apply on-site. Data of the ultrasound and stress wave methods reported in this 
paper are mean values obtained from both indirect and direct transmission. The former 
test set-up is more feasible, in case of on-site analysis, but gives uncertain results, 
especially for timber elements with severe superfi cial defects. 

  Table 6 :      Comparison of density with visual grading and NDT values (specimens at EMC) 

  Element      �      UNI 11035     Pilodyn    Resistograph  

    kg/m   3       �    k       �  %       �    m       �  %     mm    

 1-Ca  665  465      −    43  550      −    21  16.92  256.72 
 2-Ca  593  465      −    28  550      −    8  13.97  200.91 
 3-Ca  649  465      −    40  550      −    18  15.28  242.11 
 4-Ca  597  465      −    28  550      −    9  16.78  278.90 
 5-Ca  600  465      −    29  550      −    9  13.89  308.22 
 6-Ca  598  465      −    29  550      −    9  15.06  260.31 
 7-Ca  606  465      −    30  550      −    10  14.17  295.24 
 8-Ca  581  465      −    25  550      −    6  14.39  297.40 
 9-Ca  648  465      −    39  550      −    18  15.5  297.40 
 10-Ca  565  465      −    22  550      −    3  16.28  281.03 
                
 1-R  635  550      −    15  600      −    6  17.34  272.71 
 2-R  667  550      −    21  600      −    11  16.19  233.29 
 3-R  573  550      −    4  600  5  20.47  209.71 
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 ND  ‘ local ’  methods permit one to have local information about the wood limited to a 
portion of material, with a penetration of some millimetres (Pilodyn) or of the entire element 
depth (Resistograph). Therefore, in order to obtain a suffi ciently reliable mean value of the 
investigated parameter, a large number of tests along the whole element must be carried out. 

 Pilodyn data obtained averaging results on the whole element are not able to predict 
global parameters (ie mean density). On the contrary, single Pilodyn data permit one to 
map the condition of the surface decay and highlight the regions of the element that need 
further investigation, with more sophisticated ND methods. 

 A correlation between Resistograph data and density can be found only when the 
element shows similar Resistographic curves in the different tested sections. This means 
that the method is not able to predict density (or related mechanical properties), in 
case of elements with local macroscopic dishomogeneities (ie checks, local decay). 
The combined Resistographic profi les in a section, however, permit one to assess the 
extension of the decayed areas and reconstruct the effective residual section. 

 In general, for both NDT methods and visual grading criteria, the correlation between 
the investigated and the test parameter is lower for MCs other than for the EMC. 
Therefore, a wider error range must be expected when grading timber elements with 
signifi cant moisture gradients than when grading conditioned elements. 

 For the chestnut elements, all the adopted grading methods showed lower correlations 
than for the two tested softwood species. This is because grading criteria and NDT 
methods were conceived and tested especially for species that are more widely used in 
modern constructions. Nevertheless, the use of hardwood species, such as chestnut, is 
common in traditional structures, especially in the Mediterranean area. For this reason, 
the grading criteria referred to the hardwood species must be improved in order to permit 
a more reliable characterisation of the wood on-site. 

 Finally, because visual grading alone, as well as the use of a single ND method, cannot 
supply suffi ciently correct information on element behaviour, different methods have to 
be combined. The obtained data have to be critically analysed in order to acquire 
information about the mechanical properties of on-site members and set up reliable 
engineering numerical models for the structural analysis.      
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  Note 
   1       In Italy the fi rst code for the inspection of timber on-site was issued in 2004 ( UNI 11119:2004 ).    
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